STUDENT INTRODUCTORY MATERIALS
CONTENTS
IMPORTANT: Please review the materials in this folder very carefully. If any of
the materials listed below is missing, please advise me immediately.
Remember to store these materials in a safe place.
1

Introductory Letter to Parents with Response Sheet: I have attached the high
school information sheets and open house schedules to this letter (if available).
The parent response sheet must be returned to me by Monday, September 13,
2021.

1

Grading Policy Handout for the Parents and Students

1

Independent Reading Letter for Parents

1

School and Classroom Policy Handout for the Parents and Students

1

Attendance Policy Letter for Parents: The school cannot guarantee the
academic success of students who are absent excessively!

1

Supply List: Please obtain the listed materials to be adequately prepared for
class. This is the same list provided online for “Move up Day in June!

1

Eighth Grade Questionnaire for Organizational Purposes: This must be
completed by the student and returned to me immediately. Some class time will be
provided on the first day of school.

1

Math 8 or Math 9 Skills Summary Sheet: This sheet summarizes the math skills
which are covered in the student textbook.

1

Language Arts Overview of Important Writing Skills: This overview should
be helpful when completing writing assignments.

1

Religion Guidelines Review Package: This package includes the order in which
I cover the textbook chapters. A skeleton outline is included for the “standing”
weekly religion assignment. I also include the guidelines for the two major
independent religion assignments: Significant Persons from Church History and
Religion Term Paper on Catholic Church History and important eighth grade
vocabulary terms.

1

Catholic High School Entrance Test Review Schedule: This schedule lists the
areas of the Kaplan’s Catholic High School Entrance Exams review book that
MUST be completed each week as an intensive review of the topics covered on the
November 5th “high school entrance” test. [The Exam Date is tentative!]

